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NATIONAL SECRETARIAT
Tomasz Zemla, director
Maria Zielińska, secretary

MEMBERSHIP OF THE NATIONAL COMMITTEE
The Europan Polska is responsible for the competition organised in the Poland. The national committee is formed by the board of the National Secretariat.

President
Tomasz Zemla

Secretary
Maria Zielińska

Members
Marlena Happach
Marek Mikos
Hubert Tramer

Advisory Member of the European Council
Tomasz Zemla, member of the national committee of Europan Polska

SITES AND PRIZES AVAILABLE
1 site: Warszawa
2 prizes: 1 winner and 1 runner-up
Special mention

PUBLICITY FOR THE EUROPAN 15 COMPETITION
National website
Architektura Murator – magazine for architects

LEGAL PROVISIONS FOR FOREIGN ARCHITECTS
Architects from European Union are able to implement in Poland if they are registered architects in their own country because it is honored by Polish Chamber of Architects.
For architects from outside EU, national or European exams and practise are required.

**PUBLICATIONS FOR THE EUROPAN COMPETITIONS**

**Results**
After each competition round the results are published by Europan Poland. See [www.europan.com.pl](http://www.europan.com.pl) or [www.europanpolska.pl](http://www.europanpolska.pl) for further information. See Catalogue of all EUROPAN 13 and 14 POLSKA projects

**Implementations**
No publications

**IMPLEMENTATIONS**

**Europan 8**
Warszawa – No implementation to this day

**Europan 9**
Warszawa – No implementation to this day

**Europan 10**
Warszawa – No implementation to this day

**Europan 11**
Warszawa – No implementation to this day

**Europan 12**
Warszawa – No implementation to this day

**Europan 13**
Warszawa – No implementation to this day

**Europan 14**
Warszawa – Post-competition workshop with the 3 runners-up team: Borys Kozłowski (PL), Barbara Jakubowska (PL) – HOUSE the productivity; Andrea Gimeno (ES), Lluis J. Liñán (ES), Josep V. Lluch (ES) – The Excity; Maria Núñez (ES) – Warszawa Common Places. Come up with a single project incorporating design aspects selected from the winning works and development of a set of guidelines for drafting planning documents. No further development.